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HDJ-1000
Professional Stereo Headphones

HDJ-1000 Professional Stereo Headphones

Features and specifications of the products described or illustrated in this catalogue

are correct at the time of printing but could change as production changes might

occur. This catalogue may contain typographical errors and the colours of the

depicted products may deviate slightly from reality. Consult your Pioneer dealer to

ensure that actual features and specifications match your requirements. This

catalogue may contain references to products that may or will not be available in

your country.

Good Looks-Great Sounds

Your local Pioneer dealer

Also Available SE-DJ5000

HDJ-1000 Specification
Type Tightly Closed Dynamic Headphones

Frequency Range 5 to 30,000 Hz

Impedance 40 Ohm

Maximum Input 3,500 mW

Output Sound Level 107 dB/mW

Unit Type 50 mm Dome

Plug 3.5 mm 3 Pin Mini Plug (Gold-Plated)

Weight 270g (Excluding Cord)

Connection Cord 1.2m Long Single Coiled Cable (Approx. 3m when straight)

Accessories 6.3 mm 3 Pin Plug Adapter,

Screw

Carrying Bag
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H e a d p h o n e s  h i t  t h e  H e a d l i n e s

Pioneer sets new standards in the

professional DJ market once again with

the HDJ-1000, the coolest-looking, highest-

quality headphones available today.

Retro-styled and made with the latest

components, these headphones exceed the

expectations of the world’s top DJs -

Smokin’ Jo and many others have contributed

to the development of this product over

the past 12 months.

Combining their feedback with its own expertise, Pioneer has
created a set of headphones that not only appeal to professional
DJs but also to studio engineers, radio producers and other
industry professionals. Home DJs and music fans who take their
audio seriously will also choose the HDJ-1000s, which are sure
to become as essential to users as the rest of Pioneer’s ground-
breaking Pro DJ range of players, mixers and other equipment.

The blend of cutting-edge technology and exceptional looks
ensures that these headphones out-score the competition for
usability, durability and, above all, performance. As a result, the
HDJ-1000 will make headlines and dominate the market over
the next decade.

Head-turning Headphones
These funky-looking headphones will grab the attention
whenever and wherever they’re used. Using a stunning
colour combination of jet-black and silver, the darkness of
the soft-touch headband and padded ear-guards is offset
by the sleek metallic housing of the hi-tech electronics. This
monochrome contrast not only emphasises the boldness
of the design, but also visually reinforces the clarity of the
audio experience to be enjoyed.

The beauty of these headphones is matched by their
functionality and flexibility. Responding to market demand,
Pioneer has included a mono/stereo switch for more
complete pre-fade monitoring and also ensured that each
ear-piece has a swivel mechanism. This allows the unit to
be twisted and turned to any position, making it ideal for
DJs who simultaneously combine choosing tracks, cueing
mixes and responding to the demands of the dance-floor.

Serious Sounds
Created by DJs for DJs, these closed dynamic headphones
include well-insulated pads that fully encompass each ear.
The tight fit ensures that external sounds are kept out and
that even low-level audio inputs are heard clearly. This is a
huge advantage in a club DJ booth where, for example,
some mixers have a low headphone output.

The HDJ-1000 unit offers distortion-free sound throughout
the frequency range (5 to 30,000 Hz) and boasts an output
sound level of 107 dB. What’s more, the clarity of the bass
register makes these headphones perfect for playing out
in the loudest of venues.

Lightweight, Heavy-duty
The stress-absorbing structure of the HDJ-1000 headphones
makes them incredibly robust, with components like the
tear-resistant material on the ear pads ensuring a longer
life. But these headphones aren’t heavy – they weigh just
270g and are very comfortable to wear. Their lightweight
construction and unique fold-away design make them easy
to carry too, as does the stylish black vinyl carrying pouch
that comes as standard.

Additionally, these headphones use a special screw to hold
the 1.2m coiled cable in place (3m fully stretched), so that
damaged leads can be easily replaced should the need
arise. Replacement accessories are available through local
Pioneer Pro DJ dealers and include coiled cable, ear pads
and plug adapters.

Built to exceed the demands of

pro-DJs worldwide, the HDJ-1000

headphones will attract admiring

glances, provide top-quality

sound and survive the rigours of

DJ life for many years to come.


